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NEWLY-APPLIED TOP LAYER OF PLASTER 
Make sure that the surface is solid and dry and that there is no mould or rising damp. Apply an extra-
fine, white-coloured, smooth skim finish to the entire surface using a suitable cement-based skim 
coat. To even out absorption and improve adhesion, apply one or two coats of acrylic primer in an 
aqueous dispersion suitably diluted as recommended by the manufacturer. Wait for the time required 
for drying before proceeding to the next step.

EXISTING PLASTERWORK OR SLIGHTLY UNEVEN SURFACE
Sand and remove any material that is coming off as well as any salty deposits and old peeling paint. 
Carefully clean the surface using suitable equipment and make sure it is completely dry, even and flat. 
Apply an extra-fine, white-coloured, smooth skim finish to the entire surface using a suitable cement-
based skim coat. To even out absorption and improve adhesion, apply one or two coats of acrylic primer 
in an aqueous dispersion suitably diluted as recommended by the manufacturer. Wait for the time 
required for drying before proceeding to the next step.

CERAMIC COVERING
Carefully clean the surface using suitable equipment for ceramic or tiles and remove any traces of 
limescale. Make sure that the wall is completely dry. Apply a thin, light-coloured, smooth skim finish 
using a suitable (preferably cement-based) skim coat. Once this is dry, apply a second extra-fine, 
white-coloured, smooth skim finish using a suitable cement-based skim coat. To even out absorption 
and improve adhesion, apply one or two coats of acrylic primer in an aqueous dispersion suitably diluted 
as recommended by the manufacturer. Wait for the time required for drying before proceeding to the 
next step.

PREPARING THE SURFACE

All Glamora wallcoverings must only be hung on smooth, even, perfectly primed, homogeneous, white 
substrates according to the instructions below.
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VIDEO TUTORIAL



INSTALLATION

1. Take everything out of the box, checking that you have received all the material necessary for the GlamDecor installation; 
specific Adhesive; installation manual; positioning diagram.

2.  Remove the packaging, taking care not to damage the wallcovering. Read the provided installation manual and make sure the 
sheets correspond to the positioning diagram.

3.  Dilute Adhesive in clean water according to the instructions on the pack. Shake the water vigorously. Pour all the powder 
contained in the bag into the water, continuing to stir. Wait 3 minutes. Stir again. The product is ready to use after 5 minutes.

4.  Measure the width of the first sheet on the wall. Lightly mark this measurement on the wall in pencil, leaving a 2 cm margin on 
the left. All the sheets are numbered consecutively. Before positioning the first sheet, use a laser level or a plumb line to make 
sure that it is perfectly perpendicular to the floor.

5.  Apply the adhesive to the wall, level with the first sheet to be applied (sheet no. 1), using a short-haired roller and a brush for 
the corners.

6.  Start positioning the first sheet (sheet no. 1), making sure there is a little spare material at the top in order to compensate in 
the event that the wall is not completely plumb. Smooth the newly covered surface with a clean plastic trowel, from the centre 
to the edges, to eliminate any air bubbles and excess adhesive.

7.  Lay the next sheet (sheet no. 2) and match it perfectly to the adjacent sheet, without overlapping them. Smooth the newly 
covered surface with a clean plastic trowel, from the centre to the edges, to eliminate any air bubbles and excess adhesive.

8.  Immediately remove any excess adhesive from the wallpaper, the joins and the surrounding surface using the non-abrasive 
side of a damp sponge or a damp microfibre cloth (rinse often in warm, clean water). Gently press near the joins with the help 
of a silicone roller.

9.  Continue hanging the subsequent sheets (sheet no. 3, no. 4, no. 5 and so on, until the last one) making sure that they adhere 
to the wall and that they are perfectly matched up.

10.  Trim the edges at the top and bottom with a professional cutter, making a precise, clean cut.

Before starting to hang any Glamora wallcovering, make sure that the surface in question is completely dry, has a residual moisture 
content RH of < 2.0%, is free from dirt, pencil marks, dust, granules and damp stains. Any corners or edges to be covered must 
be plumb and perfectly level. Make sure that there are no drafts in the space where the wallcovering will be applied and that the 
temperature remains between 15 °C and 35 °C with no fluctuations.
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WARNINGS: 

• Before beginning installation, we recommend watching the dedicated video tutorial on the Materials page on www.glamora.it

•  To ensure proper drying of the covered walls, a constant temperature of between 15 °C and 35 °C must be maintained and 
draughts avoided for 24/36 hours after installation.

• If a wallcovering is being installed, the contents of this Manual are understood to be known to the parties and acknowledged 
and accepted by you. For more information about our Conditions of Sale, please visitwww.glamora.it 
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AVVERTENZE/WARNINGS/ADVERTENCIA/ADVERTISSEMENT/ WARNUNG

IT 
Eventuali difformità e/o vizi del prodotto acquistato dovranno essere comunicati per iscritto a Glamora entro il termine perentorio 
di otto giorni dalla ricezione dell’ordine. In ogni caso è obbligo del Cliente verificare e denunciare eventuali vizi e/o difetti della 
fornitura, prima di eseguire la posa del materiale stesso. Il mancato rispetto dei termini sopraindicati comporterà la decadenza della 
garanzia per i vizi della cosa venduta ai sensi degli art. 1490 e 1495 del c.c.

EN 
Any discrepancies and/or defects in the purchased product must be reported to Glamora in writing within eight days of receipt of 
the order. In any case, it is the Customer’s duty to check and report any discrepancies/defects in the goods before installing the 
material itself. Failure to comply with the aforementioned terms shall result in the forfeiture of the warranty against defects of the 
goods sold in accordance with Articles 1490 and 1495 of the Italian Civil Code.

ES 
Cualquier discrepancia y/o defecto en el producto adquirido debe ser notificado por escrito a Glamora en un plazo de ocho días 
desde la recepción del pedido. En cualquier caso, es obligación del Cliente comprobar e informar de los posibles defectos del 
suministro antes de la colocación del material. El incumplimiento de los términos anteriores dará lugar a la pérdida de la garantía 
por defectos en el artículo vendido de acuerdo con los artículos 1490 y 1495 del Código Civil italiano.

FR 
Toute anomalie et/ou tout vice du produit acheté devront être notifiés par écrit à Glamora obligatoirement dans les huit jours 
à compter de la date de réception de la commande. Dans tous les cas, le client a l’obligation de vérifier et de signaler tout vice 
et/ou défaut de la fourniture avant de procéder à la pose du matériel. Le non-respect des délais indiqués ci-dessus entraîne la 
déchéance de la garantie pour vices de la chose vendue en vertu des art. 1490 et 1495 du Code civil italien.

DE 
Eventuelle Abweichungen und/oder Mängel an dem gekauften Produkt müssen Glamora innerhalb von acht Tagen nach Erhalt 
der Bestellung schriftlich mitgeteilt werden. Es obliegt in jedem Fall dem Kunden, etwaige Abweichungen und/oder Mängel an der 
Lieferung zu prüfen und zu melden, bevor das Material selbst verlegt wird. Die Nichteinhaltung der oben genannten Bedingungen 
führt zum Verlust der Garantie für Mängel an der verkauften Sache gemäß den Artikeln 1490 und 1495 des italienischen 
Zivilgesetzbuches.


